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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Federal Wagering Bill Could be a Blow to Horse Racing 

 
Las Vegas sportsbook executives are biting their nails about a bill taking shape in the US Senate.  The 
new law would make it illegal to accept wagers on amateur sports.  The primary focus of this legislation 
is aimed at big money college football and college basketball wagering.  This issue could spark some anti-
gambling momentum and eventually hurt all of us that wager honestly on horse racing or sports in 
Nevada.  
 
Proponents of the bill, including the NCAA, believe that the culture of easily available point-spreads and 
betting lines is creating a crisis at the college level.  They refer to the many examples of students and 
athletes that have been caught up by illegal activities rooted from gambling on college campuses.  Book-
making on campuses is rampant they say.  They are supported by various religious organizations and the 
NFL and NBA in their cause.  It is an issue that is difficult to defend morally and may not receive much 
popular political opposition.  Nevada casinos are the financed opposition and their interest will look 
purely selfish and greedy to most of the public.  After all, no one wants our kids betting illegally on 
sports, or our young athletes under pressure to perform to the expectations of a point spread. 
 
Putting moral outrage aside, what is really going on here?  When it comes to federal lawmaking there is 
always an ulterior motive.  In this case it is easy to understand why members of congress are jumping on 
the bandwagon to abolish something that is not legal in most areas anyway.  Except in Nevada, there will 
be no pressure from constituents to vote against it, yet there may be some political gain by voting for it.  
Politicians live by the rule of least opposition – they love an issue such as this that will make them appear 
pro-family and standing for moral leadership and to which there is little public controversy.  As for the 
religious interests who are now in bed with the big money sports organizations (NCAA, NFL etc) the 
motivation is as old as human history – CONTROL.  Control means power, power means money.  The 
real golden rule for a lobbyist: “he who has the gold makes the rules”.  Political, legal and moral power is 
definitively what is at stake here. 
 
The Pete Rose situation (Rose has been denied his rightful spot in the hall-of-fame because of allegations 
he bet on baseball while a manager) has revealed the hypocrisy of the major sports organizations.  While 
drug addicts and wife beaters are given many chances for redemption in the major sports leagues, gam-
bling seems to be the unpardonable sin.  Why has this happened?  The NCAA and NFL must realize that 
the television popularity of football stems in great part from wagers placed on the games and the various 
parlay cards and office pools millions of people participate in.  A guy in New Jersey watching his Sony 
big screen is yelling and screaming at a meaningless game between San Diego and Seattle at 9pm on 
Sunday night because he loves football?  We are not that naïve, NFL. 
 
The vast majority of money bet on sports is done with illegal bookmakers.  No one is foolish enough to 
believe that a ban on college sports wagering will stop that activity.  The NCAA argues that the wide-
spread publishing of betting lines begins in Las Vegas where the wagering is still legal.  The media, pri-
marily the daily sports pages, then feel no qualms about publishing that information for their readers.  
When the point spreads are listed on page two of a Huntsville sports section, do the editors think that all 
their readers are going to fly from Alabama to Nevada and get money on the game that weekend?  All 
newspapers will issue a disclaimer that the betting numbers are for entertainment purposes only.  It is the 
hope of the NCAA and NFL that these lines will no longer be printed if the activity is illegal.  They may 
have a good argument there.  The corporate Nevada bookmakers will have to cease from making betting 
lines if this bill passes.  Many newspapers and television commentators would probably stop referring to 
them in print or on television.  This is a moot point however - because of the Internet.   
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News from Thoroughbred Racing and the Gambling Industry….continued 
 

The now flourishing offshore and international bookmakers would publish accurate lines for all college 
games and bettors will have no lack of opportunities to gamble on the outcomes.  The issue of Americans 
wagering legally on these games via the Internet or international phone lines is a foggy area of law that is 
also being debated by Congress.  It is unlikely that laws enacted to prevent gambling on the Internet or 
betting on sports offshore would have much impact on the amount bet on these games.  The only effect it 
could have is putting Nevada’s legal sportsbooks in danger of closing. 
 
The ban on amateur sports wagering seems destined to hurt only Nevada’s legal bookmakers – who hap-
pen to be the only proprietors currently offering a 100% honest, legal and supervised method of wagering 
on college sports in North America.  Why does this matter to you as a horse bettor or HTR member?  
Thoroughbred racing desperately needs the exposure and publicity that is provided through the excite-
ment of the Nevada sports books.  Players love the opportunity to wager in Vegas and Reno casinos while 
seated in elegant comfort and while viewing massive multiple video screens.  And thoroughbred tourna-
ments in Nevada are very popular with hundreds of players.  If Nevada casinos lose their ability to accept 
wagers on college sports it will cut their revenue considerably.  The NFL and NBA are determined to 
follow up a college sports wagering ban with a similar push to outlaw gambling on professional sports.  If 
all those dominos fall, it could mean the end of satellite wagering from Nevada hotels on thoroughbred 
racing as well.  
 
Any Las Vegas hotel manager will tell you that the revenue derived from horse wagers is very minor part 
of the casino financial picture.  Slot machines that are placed in the same square footage as a racebook are 
immensely more profitable and require less overhead.  Why bother with horse racing at all if it is such a 
small revenue producer?  Answer: top class casinos want to provide an environment of diverse activity 
and exciting ambience so as to attract more affluent gamblers to their facility.  Most high rollers are not 
interested in coin operated machines and want to bet their money on a more cerebral and stimulating wa-
gering challenge.  Horses and sports are the obvious choices during the daytime hours.  Later at night, 
they move on to table games such as blackjack or baccarat.  The casino wins by providing all opportuni-
ties to attract these important gamblers to their hotel.    
  
Without college sports wagering the Nevada books would take a severe hit.  If the anti-gambling legisla -
tive momentum carries on to professional sports, then many hotels would probably shut down their books 
entirely.  It would be a crippling blow for horse racing in the state.  Race and Sports are entwined as part 
of the ambiance of large hotel properties, it seems unlikely that very many race-only  facilities could sur-
vive.  Popular tournaments would no longer be useful marketing tools.  And seminars such as our annual 
HTR get-together at the Stardust would not be viable for the hotel.         
 
There is a strong indication that President Clinton will veto this bill if passed by Congress.  But his term 
expires in January and the issue could be revived with a new President in office.  A more conservative 
chief executive would certainly sign it.  Fervor against gambling could increase as we close in on a big 
election campaign and most politicians have nothing to lose by weighing in against the evils of gambling.  
My guess is that the college wagering law will pass in the next two years if the makeup of the Congress 
remains as it is after the fall elections.     
 
Horseplayers are notoriously uninterested in politics.  Maybe that’s why we get stepped on so much by 
racetrack management and the government.  Continue to stay alert to issues that might affect you.  The 
Daily Racing Form under Steven Crist has been refreshingly more aware of the role government in horse 
racing and gambling in recent years.  Articles of interest are available free on the DRF web site by going 
to www.drf2000.com.   
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News for HTR Members 
Stardust Seminar 2000 

 
On June 16 - 18 this year, about 35 HTR subscribers and many of their spouses and friends joined us for 
our fifth annual handicapping seminar at the Stardust Hotel on the Las Vegas strip.  The event is practi-
cally free to our group thanks to the generosity of the Stardust hotel & racebook led by sports manager 
Joe Lupo.  We have been very fortunate to have such great supportive sponsorship from the Stardust over 
the years and they treat the HTR group like we are VIP’s.  
 
Tom Walters  handles the largest share of the speaking and presenting during our Friday and Saturday 
seminars in Vegas.  His natural humor and fun speaking style make him the most popular host at our 
events and we all appreciate his enthusiasm and energy.  Tom is also in the final stages of writing and 
producing a betting manual based on the wagering advice he preaches at our Vegas seminars and at his 
handicapping classes at the University of Kentucky.  We will have more details about that when the book 
is available for sale and I’ll be buying the first copy.  Linda Walters - Tom’s wife - is also a fixture at our 
yearly events, and without her help and support I doubt we could make it through the weekend.  You can 
write the TomCat at:  tomcat62@home.com   
 
Don Nadermann was our rookie HTR speaker this year.  But he is hardly a novice.  Don has taught 
computer and software topics for years at the New Horizons tech center in Des Moines.  His presentation 
on Friday was an excellent primer on handling the HTR data, and we used most of Saturday afternoon to 
let him lead a workshop on data manipulation and using MS Access.  I couldn’t attend all day on Satur-
day, but when I did look in the room, everyone was riveted to his presentation.  This is the first year we 
have used the LCD projectors (for direct large screen computer images) in our presentations and it was a 
super tool.  Don’s material from the seminar has been posted on our free web site for your perusal.  You 
can email him with questions or comments at:  nadermann@home.com 
 
Ken Massa.  I’ll discuss some of my seminar ideas later in this newsletter.  You can read my presentation 
notes on-line (basically the same handout received by the attendees) on our free web site at: 
www.homebased2.com/km; click articles or newsletters.  Our web host Rick Bush has done a great 
job of editing and transforming the seminar material into the .pdf format for instant viewing or 
downloading.    
 
HTR Members .  We have good speakers, yet the best part about our yearly Las Vegas event is the people 
that attend.  Thanks very much to all of you that made the trip.  We hope you not only had an enjoyable 
getaway but perhaps learned something as well.  After seeing each other in person, the relationship be-
tween HTR members changes from customer to friend very quickly.  I am always impressed with the 
quick rapport among our group as it is though we had known each other for years.  With many social 
situations related to work or family there is an initial feeling of hesitation or shyness around strangers.  
Not the case at our meetings, everyone feels completely at ease and there is never a lack of conversation 
when you hang around with serious HTR handicappers!  I could go on praising our group for their intelli-
gence and creativity at handicapping - but that is part of the magic of attending the seminar in person.  If 
you didn’t make it this year, we hope to see you in 2001.   
 
Congratulations to the original HTR member, Ernie Logsdon, for getting married during the seminar 
weekend.  He was promptly back with the group on Saturday afternoon though, so we must assume he 
prefers handicapping to honeymoons!  The other original HTR member, Ben Okamoto was there for the 
fifth consecutive year as well, and is our eldest and most experienced HTR member.  Along with Tom 
Walters (Lexington), also attending for at least the fourth time in five years were John Buls (Detroit), 
Tommy Castillo (Dallas), Rick Newton (Little Rock), Wes Burquest (Sarasota) and Steve Kistler (Las 
Vegas).   Great seeing you guys again and your experience, friendliness and street smarts are of great 
value in making our seminar a special event for everyone.  Thanks very much for your loyalty. 
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News for HTR Members 
Software Upgrades 

IMPACT 
 

IMPACT is an experimental handicapping application that was introduced at the 2000 seminar.  It is ex-
plained in complete detail in this newsletter.  The program is in production and being tested daily but you 
can acquire a beta -version from our free web site by the time you are reading this.  IMPACT is a new 
formulation of the velocity concept.  IMPACT is also another pioneering effort from KM Software as I am 
immediately making available an export function to allow testing and formulation of the algorithms.  
Please download the IMPACT-EXPORT.TXT file which details the output file specifications you can use 
to import to a spreadsheet or database application if you are interested in testing the data. 
 
Export functions are a popular feature with many HTR subscribers.  Exact data from the handicapping 
programs is organized into a comma-delimited file with specific field locations and header names for easy 
import into any of the popular database or spreadsheet software.  Proprietary data from Equibase is pro-
hibited for file export as part of my contract with Handicappers Data Warehouse and Equibase. Therefore 
only items of basic identification such as racetrack name and date are included in the file output.  The 
bulk of the exported data consists of specific HTR factors and rankings only.  Items such as past-perform-
ance records, race fractions, purse earnings and sire statistics are not included.  It has never come to our 
attention that anyone has taken the export data and reproduced it for commercial purposes, but should that 
happen, we would be required to stop producing such output.  It is just good common sense to keep this 
data from public exposure anyway.  Don’t give away your power – remain discreet when using this in-
formation.         
 
HTR Latest Version with Alerts and Longshots 
The newest HTR version can be downloaded from our free web site.  The upgrade includes an interesting 
menu option (3) that prints a text report called Alerts and Longshots.  One of the unique features of this 
output is the ability to produce the entire report by date – allowing every racetrack running on the same 
day to be printed at once – a big help when you are trying to find plays among 10 tracks at a busy satellite 
center.  A list of the important items and an explanation of each is listed below. 
 
Check Paceline Selection- this is the most commonly listed item and perhaps a bit annoying if it is dis-
played often in the same race.  The message is a flag to alert that the running line selected (for velocity 
computations) by HTR may not be compatible with today’s race conditions.  The best example is when a 
wet track race or turf course line is chosen for the horse and today’s race is on the dirt.  While the auto-
mated paceline selector modes (4) and (5) are coded to avoid such scenarios, sometimes there is no other 
logical line available in the past performances.  In some cases, most of the horses in the race will get the 
paceline warning.  This can happen in a maiden turf event for example, when many of the horses are en-
tering their first grass race and they have only dirt sprints in their past-performance. 
 
Longshot: xxx – An entrant with ML odds at 5/1 or more has been identified with a single statistically 
significant clue that may point to a high priced win.  My definition of a longshot is a winner that pays 
more than $19 (8/1 odds), but most people are more conservative and consider $13 and up as a longshot 
price.  In any case, several factors including the powerful velocity items early speed (Fr1), early pace 
(E/P) are carefully identified in any race in which the horse might have a shot at a price.  At tournaments, 
some HTR handicappers have shown me that they could have won the contest by merely selecting horses 
from the longshot list that went off at 10/1 odds or more. 
 
Switches to a HOT rider- The horse has a new pilot today and he is one of the best on the circuit.  To re-
ceive this comment, the horse must have run it’s previous race in the last 45 days.  The agents for the top 
jocks have the pick of the best live mounts, so this switch may portend a good effort from the horse. 
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News for HTR Members 
Longshots and Alerts ……continued 

 
Switches to a COLD jockey- the jockey change in this case is to a 4% or less rider.  A negative sign for a 
horse that is under 5/1 odds.  If the horse is a longshot and has potential based on other factors, then I ig-
nore this one.  The low percentage rider actually helps the price. 
 
Loves this dirt track – there are several variations of this one, including loves this turf course, or loves 
this distance.  They are referenced from the horse’s record at the distance, surface, track or combination 
thereof.  The horse must show at least 2 wins and an in-the-money percentage of 80% or more from at 
least five starts to receive this comment.  In other words, this is the runner’s forte situation so the horse is 
probably live in today’s race.  The opposite case, when the horse has a poor record at today’s dis-
tance/surface/track situation will also be listed if the horse has lost at least five straight and rarely hit the 
board.  For example : Losing Record at Today’s Distance tells us the horse has never been successful at 
running this specific distance & surface after many attempts.  
 
Tr/Jky: Excellent record—A 41% or better winning trainer/jockey combination during the last 365 days.  
A minimum of 11 starts together is necessary.  This is a very strong indication of a live runner, regardless 
of odds.  The opposite of this one is Tr/Jky: Poor Record – These connections have won less than 5% of 
their starts together.  Terrible sign for a low priced horse, but I don’t attach great importance to it if the 
horse is a live longshot. 
 
Trainer HOT Lately – Trainer is winning at about a 50% clip in the last 30 days.  I am not sure how to 
assess this one for you.  By the time we notice this fact, has the fire gone out of the trainer’s streak, or is 
he on one of those rolls where nothing can go wrong?  Trainer: COLD lately – this conditioner has lost 
his last 21 or more in a row and all in the last 30 days.  Wow, that is a lot of losers in a short time.  If the 
trainer is normally effective (12% or more), then his luck may have soured lately, but good trainers make 
focused corrections and work harder when things are not going well.  I only consider this negative flag 
important when the horse is the one of the favorites.  If betting on a low priced horse, you don’t want to 
be betting with a barn that is having crummy luck at the moment.   
 
Suspicious Class Drop  – Listed as a negative flag only when the horse is entered in a claming race today.  
At other class levels a dropper will receive the Big Class Drop comment and it could very well be a posi-
tive, such as dropping from Msw to Mcl.  The suspicious class dropper is being put up for sale in a 
claiming race after having run for a much higher tag recently.  Are they trying to steal the purse or per-
haps dumping off damaged goods?  These horses are invariably bet down to low odds by the public and 
give us an excellent opportunity to beat the chalk.  Another way to bet these big claming droppers is to 
use them in the win spot only on your trifecta and leave them out of the two and three hole.  The theory 
here being that they will either win the race in a romp, or be carted off in the meat wagon! 
 
There are several other items that appear rarely on the sheet.  I had attempted to locate unbeatable favor-
ites and dominating early speed horses with a massive filter that did not allow a single negative item to 
slip through before getting this strong comment.  I wanted everything to be perfect for the horse before 
touting it as a lock.  I thought they could be used as pick-6 singles or key top horse in the superfecta.  To 
my surprise, most of these complete standout favorites and dominating speed types lost, and several fin-
ished out of the money at very low odds.  Perhaps I have stumbled onto to something even better here, a 
method of elimination for heavy chalk!  The jury is still out on this as my initial test sample was small.   
 
A symbol prefixes each comment as to their alert type: 
$   Longshot – a possible key betting horse if the odds are high.  Particularly potent for early speed types. 
-   Negative factor, useful to find false favorites.  Ignore if the horse is also listed as a $ Longshot. 
+  Positive factor, excellent when listed for those horses with odds above 3/1. 
=  Neutral designation - might mean nothing, could be positive or negative factor. 

Systems and Angles Test 
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Improving Stretch Call Performance 
 

An interesting angle that has been presented in several good handicapping books over the years 
involves checking the stretch call beaten lengths for recent improvement.  The idea here is to 
discover a subtle improving pattern of development that the public may not detect as easily as 
with finish position form cycle or speed figures.  One thing to keep in mind here is that we are 
talking about the stretch call beaten lengths, not the stretch gain, which is another angle alto-
gether.  The stretch call is always charted at the 1/8 pole (1 furlong from the finish line) in all 
races.  The method looks at the last three starts of the horse. 
 
Here is an example to illustrate the concept. 
 

HorseA   4yF             dist         1call    2call   stretch    fin       speed 
June30  BEL   6.5f   3.0  3.2  1.0  3.7   83 
June15  BEL   7.0f   4.2  3.3  2.7  4.2   84 
June01  BEL   6.0f   5.5  4.7  4.3  3.0   88 

 
HorseA does not appear to improving based on her finish beaten lengths in the last three starts (3.7, 4.2, 
3.0) and her speed figures are declining.  Yet her stretch call position is getting better with each start.  She 
has gone from 4.3 lengths back, then 2.7 back in the June-15 effort and made a move last out that put her 
within a length of the lead at the stretch call before backing up late.  Interesting form analysis and an an-
gle that the public does not recognize too often.  And the price may be good on this apparently improving 
filly.  But how well does it work in predicting winners?  
 
I tested a large database of all class levels except 2yr olds and wet track races.  The first requirement for 
becoming a test subject was the necessity of having three or more starts.  Horses with less than three life-
time starts were not considered.  I also put a couple of stipulations on those three starts: 1) I required all 
three races to have occurred in the last 90 days.  Layoffs and gaps in the running lines diminish the im-
proving aspects of this angle .  2) Required that the horse must have run on the same surface in each of the 
three starts; this means dirt for all three recent races or grass for all of them.  If there was a wet track ef-
fort mixed in, the horse was not tested.  A mix of dirt and turf lines also disqualified the horse from con-
sideration, as I wanted a smooth form cycle pattern to analyze for more accuracy.  Distance changes were 
not an issue.   
 

Horses     Winners     Win%       $ROI        ITM% 
 

2,174    426    19.6    0.91    58.3 
 
This is a far larger and more revealing sample than any author of a handicapping book or system using 
this angle could ever have tested previously.  Over 100,000 thoroughbred running lines were checked 
within a two-year period.  The angle does not reveal itself that often, and with the stipulations I applied, 
even less so.  When you read handicapping texts written prior to 1997, remember that the writer could not 
have had the depth to his data that we can accumulate through HDW.  This is also the first major test I 
have run using my new 800mhz Athlon computer (200 mhz bus and ultra quick 40gb hard disk).  It can 
deal with a mind-blowing amount of data at speeds that were not possible even one year ago. 
 
I am not at all disappointed with the results of this test.  A modest win percentage followed by an ROI of 
0.91 is a very good indication that many winners were solid priced longshots.  This angle has merit, but 
finding a hidden play like my example with HorseA does not turn up very often.  Most of the time an im-
provement in stretch position over the three starts resulted in a corresponding improvement in both the 
finish-call beaten lengths and the speed figures.  Thus the public jumped on those horses.       
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IMPACT SOFTWARE 

Advanced Velocity Handicapping 
 

Velocity handicapping is still viable and it can be very profitable in the hands of a skilled handicapper.  
This is a marked contrast to speed figure analysis which despite great levels of advancement, can no 
longer produce substantial profits and cannot make us money in an investment or grind-it-out approach.  
While results with the Sartin/Brohamer velocity methodology can still be good, the original concept of 
feet-per-second measurement and computation has remained unchanged for 25 years.  Maybe it’s about 
time to rethink the equation.   
 
In the last few years I have thought about revising the entire velocity approach for HTR customers – most 
of whom understand the basics from Brohamer’s Modern Pace Handicapping, yet do not have the time or 
inclination to study it meticulously and make money with it.  Velocity feet-per-second, based on the three 
essential fractions, remains our (1) menu item in the HTR-software and few changes have been made to 
that output over the years.  In fact, many of the original adjustment formulas that Brohamer and I worked 
on for Modern Pace Handicapping Software in 1994 are still in use in that program.  All the basic calcu-
lations and measurements are the same.  I have improved some aspects of distance extrapolation and 
grass-to-dirt formulas since the original.  But from my perspective there is not much more that can be im-
proved on with that screen.  I know many would say; “if it ain’t broke don’t fix it”.  I might respond as a 
businessman: “if they ain’t using it, then why bother keeping it”.  My goal then was to do something to 
motivate clients to consider velocity handicapping again.  My first thought was to simplify the presenta-
tion.  
 
Last year I added a third menu option to the popular PRAT (Performance Rating Analysis Tool) that dis-
played the past-performances in a unique report.  Each running line was listed with three whole -number 
ratings based on the three fractional calls.  Beaten lengths and all the various adjustments to the fractions 
were included in the numbers.  This made it easy to recognize a horse’s typical ability levels and it was 
easy to eyeball the animal’s normal distribution of energy by seeing all the races together.  Before we 
move on, let’s look at an example of both the HTR(1) and the PRAT(3) for the same fictional horse.  
 
From HTR screen (1) 

Fucheese Peegust 3yr 
 
06May2000  08-CD  10.0f  ft   58.36  57.73  53.92  ………………. 

 
From PRAT (3) 

Fucheese Peegust 3yr    PAR = 108 
 
089  08-CD  10.0f  ft      117  110  101 

 
The feet-per-second velocity appears in the first example.  To the untrained eye these numbers may mean 
little, particularly without any other horses for comparison.  An experienced pace handicapper would un-
derstand the relationship between the figures and conclude that this horse showed definitive strength, par-
ticularly in the final two fractions where the de -acceleration takes place.  The algorithm used in the f/p/s 
velocity screen utilizes a set of universal par adjustments for each distance that Brohamer and I developed 
during our research together.  They allow very accurate comparisons between the horses in an individual 
race, but are not useful match up tools outside of the single race realm.  I decided to change that paradigm 
for the PRAT(3). 
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Advanced Velocity Handicapping ……. Continued 
 

The second example from the PRAT(3) gives us a new piece of information that we don’t have for the 
HTR(1) velocity f/p/s screen – a representative par for the race type (108 in this case).  The par gives us a 
benchmark of how fast the horses will run at that class level, distance and surface.  The three fractional 
figures shown in the example (117, 110, 101) include all the information from the horse’s past-perform-
ance line including fractional times, beaten lengths and the necessary adjustments for track surface, dis-
tance and daily variant.  But unlike the standard velocity f/p/s numbers, these numbers utilize specific 
adjustments to allow the numbers to be compared among all horses at all tracks and class levels.  After 
looking over the numbers from various class levels awhile, most experienced handicappers can make 
quick judgements about the overall speed and de-acceleration.  By displaying the information in a past-
performance format the entire history of the runner can be developed in ones mind.  
 
The two methods of display both lack something that the other has.  The HTR(1) velocity screen shows us 
the computed figures for a single (or perhaps two) running lines only – but in a great comparative table 
with both f/p/s and rankings in another section of the report.  The PRAT(3) gives us only past-perform-
ances and we can’t make a direct comparison between horses based on a likely running line and we don’t 
have rankings.  My goal with the IMPACT program was to provide all the tools in one application.  We 
will use the PRAT(3) type figures and also have another screen similar to the HTR(1) that reports com-
paratively and with rankings.  Modeling the information will come later.  
 

New Velocity Segment Measurements in IMPACT 
 

All that revision of the current programs merging into one application is fine and dandy.  But what hap-
pened to the radical new set of numbers proposed for IMPACT?  
 
For many years now I have tinkered with re-constructing the three fractional components in the velocity 
methodology.  The chart below shows us the standard velocity regions and what distances and points of 
call or computed for the numbers.  We have always defined the three components as Fr1 (the first call), 
Fr2 (turn time or second fraction) and Fr3 (final fraction). The column listed as Actual Turn Area from 
Fr2 refers to the amount of 2nd fraction velocity that is actually run while on the turn.  This percentage is 
composite for most tracks, but varies somewhat between racecourses based on gate placement and track 
geometry.   
 
Standard Velocity Measurement Chart used in all velocity based handicapping applications 

Distance         Fr1           Fr2             Fr3                Actual Turn Area / Fr2 
       

5.0f      2.0f   2.0f    1.0f             70% 
5.5f      2.0f   2.0f    1.5f             80%  
6.0f      2.0f   2.0f    2.0f             90% 
6.5f      2.0f   2.0f    2.5f             80% 
7.0f      2.0f   2.0f    3.0f             70% 
7.5f      2.0f   2.0f    3.5f             60% 
 

8.0f      4.0f   2.0f    2.0f             80% 
8.5f      4.0f   2.0f    2.5f             60% 
9.0f      4.0f   2.0f    3.0f             40% 
10.0f     4.0f   2.0f    4.0f             00% 
12.0f     4.0f   2.0f    6.0f             00% 
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Advanced Velocity Handicapping with IMPACT………..continued 
 

When looking at the chart for standard velocity computation areas one is struck by a couple of things: 
  
1) The fact that the turn time measurement is so static for every distance (always exactly 2 furlongs) and 

that at many distances the turn time is hardly run on the turn at all.  At the seminar I drew a diagram 
of the Churchill Downs oval for the 1¼ miles race (the Derby distance) on the overhead projector.  It 
was plain that the Fr2 segment of the race was run entirely on the backstretch and none of it on the 
turn!  Less dramatically this is also the case at many other tracks and distances.  Seven furlongs is an-
other distance that is particularly under-represented by the turn time computation.  The original pur-
pose of turn time Fr2 velocity measurement was to understand the critical attack  portion of the race 
that takes place right before the turn and continues until the horses straighten for home and change 
leads once they are in the stretch.  Goal number one of IMPACT is therefore to find a method of su-
perior turn time calculation that encompasses the entire turn area.  

 
2) The other obviously distorted item from the standard velocity chart was the final fraction.  The final 

portion of nearly all North American dirt races is significant for the sudden de-acceleration that oc-
curs.  By the time the horses have turned into the stretch they are no longer able to muster an attack 
and quicken on an opponent.  To win from behind now the front runners must wilt in the stretch.  It 
has always been understood by experienced handicappers that it is an optical illusion that horses are 
gaining in the stretch.  What is really happening is that the front runners are de-accelerating more 
rapidly in the stretch and closers win by passing tired horses.  This most severe portion of this slow 
down in velocity occurs after the turn is over and the horses have changed leads.  The decisive out-
come of most races has already occurred on the turn and any remaining horses left to battle for the 
win are actually resisting rather than attacking.  As you look at the standard velocity chart again, no-
tice that some final fractions segments are three furlongs or longer.  This is not how thoroughbred 
horse races are run.  These oversized Fr3 measurements borrow too much of their computation from 
the turn.  In the case of the 1 1/4 mile races, the final fraction takes place from the beginning of the 
turn to the end of the race.  That is a grave distortion of how the race is really contested.  My second 
major goal with IMPACT then is to modify the final fraction so it encompasses the stretch only – 
leaving the entire turn portion to the attack segment of the race. 

 
IMPACT utilizes a whole new chart of measuring velocity segments for the three fractions.  Here is how I 
have reconstructed the computations for the new program. 
 
IMPACT Velocity Measurement Chart 

Distance         Fr1           Fr2              Fr3                   Turn Area from Fr2  
       

5.0f      2.0f   2.0f    1.0f             100% 
5.5f      2.0f   2.5f    1.0f             100%  
6.0f      2.0f   3.0f    1.0f             100% 
6.5f      2.0f   3.5f    1.0f             100% 
7.0f      2.0f   4.0f    1.0f             100% 
7.5f      2.0f   4.5f    1.0f             100% 
 

8.0f      4.0f   3.0f    1.0f             100% 
8.5f      4.0f   3.5f    1.0f             100% 
9.0f      4.0f   4.0f    1.0f             100% 
 

10.0f     6.0f   3.0f    1.0f             100% 
12.0f     6.0f   5.0f    1.0f             100% 
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Advanced Velocity Handicapping with IMPACT………..continued 
 

It might be helpful to label the three fractional segments with more descriptive terms.  Although IMPACT 
has completely redesigned turn time to include 100% of the actual turn in it’s computation, my feeling 
was that the term Attack nicely describes this portion of the race.  The final furlong rating of IMPACT is 
deep into the race that the appropriate term was Resistance.  Here is a chart to help you remember. 
 

Standard Velocity                      IMPACT          
FR1 (first call)                           eSpeed or ePOS (turf races) 
FR2 (turn time)                         Attack or true-turn-time 
FR3 (final fraction)                   Resist or final furlong rating 

 
Idealism vs. Reality  

 
IMPACT is an idea in progress - sort of a laboratory experiment based on a good theory.  The newly de-
fined segments make good sense for sure, but do they help us to handicap and analyze with more clarity 
and find more winners?  A beta version of IMPACT is now available to you in the form of computer pro-
gram of the same name.  Many aspects of the software have yet to be developed.  Soon it will include full 
past performances with a similar look to that of the PRAT(3).  An interactive paceline selection screen is 
planned.  A TOTAL rating is in there now and computes the sum of all three segments by adding (2 x 
eSpeed) + (3 x Attack) + (1 x Resist) to obtain the final number.  This TOTAL formula is an educated 
guess only and I am gratefully being assisted by many of our HTR users that are testing the output to find 
an ideal formula.  That is the reason for the specia l export file already placed in the program. 
 
I may eventually compute the grass race numbers differently than dirt.  In turf races the Attack portion of 
the race takes place all the way to the wire, usually during the last 2-3 furlongs.  De-acceleration does not 
occur as distinctly on the turf in the final phases as it does on the dirt.  In fact, high class turf runners are 
able to accelerate  in the final furlong on the sod.  Methinks just two ratings will be necessary for grass 
races: ePOS and Attack. 
 
IMPACT has another interesting number listed on the report as well - for lack of a better term I called it 
the SPECIAL (Spc) rating.  The SPECIAL rating includes handicapping factors that are not related to 
time, pace, speed or velocity.  It is similar to the p-Scan rating in that it helps us to compare all horses 
regardless of circumstances, including first time starters.  I also wanted the SPECIAL to serve as kind of a 
confidence rating so I scaled it between 000 and 999.  A 999 would imply a very high probability that the 
horse will run the ratings shown in the IMPACT numbers.  High numbers (700 +) indicate a fairly good 
certainty that the horse will run the expected race.  A lower number (less than 600) might temper enthusi-
asm as the animal has some negatives.  A very low number (less than 300) is a more severe indication that 
the horse will probably not run well or is very unreliable to do so.  Even as I write this, my computer is 
busy testing the SPECIAL rating and I have been tweaking often.  So expect frequent updates. 
 
Please remember that IMPACT, like all other programs dependent on paceline selection, may fail due to 
the law of garbage in/garbage out, and not because the algorithm isn’t sound.  Velocity based applica-
tions are frustrating for their zeros in the data as well.  First time starters, foreign shippers, two- year-olds 
with limited races etc., will not receive the IMPACT figures, as they have no useable running lines.  The 
SPECIAL rating has been designed to help you in these situations. 
 
Ben Okamoto and me are doing what we always do with new programs or ideas, immediately 
testing it with real money at the track.  Kitchen table handicapping is always a winner – paper 
and pencil tests usually show profits.  Trial by fire with pocket dollars is the best way to test 
ideas for profitability.  I’ll be the first to let you know if it is a failure.  Early results have been en-
couraging however.  And if IMPACT merely succeeds in motivating the HTR membership back 
into velocity and pace analysis, then I will have accomplished something important.  Your feed-
back is welcome.       
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 Late News and Contact Information 
 

Get your beta-test copy of IMPACT software from our free HTR web site when it be-
comes available by July 6.  Check for upgrades often and read the message board for 
feedback.  Everyone is welcome to write on the HTR message board, no registration or 
identification is required.   
 

Thanks for waiting until after the 4th off July for this newsletter to be posted or mailed.  
We like holidays and days off too! 
 

I will be in Reno from August 10-13 with many other HTR handicappers at the Flamingo 
Hilton handicapping tournament.  If you can’t make that one, consider the big tourney 
in October at the Orleans Hotel in Las Vegas.  The large HTR contingent did very well at 
the March event and we expect that one of us will win it next time.  If you don’t, a 
great time is guaranteed anyway.  Both tournaments have a $500 entry fee.   

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-220-1230 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter:  $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software  FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

 
 
KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 


